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Some of them are even free. The text opens with a discussion on the sentence and then breaks it down into its elemental components, before reconstructing them into effective sentences, paragraphs, and larger assignments. This book is great because it covers some stuff you will not find in other books like handling job interviews and understanding
company structure. Because the process is more accessible for independent authors and small companies, there are more resources available. While reading, you can search for terms and phrases you do not know and write them down in a journal for better retention. To help you choose your business English e-book, consider these points: Recognize
your level. Reviewed by Sumeeta Patnaik, English Language Program Manager, Marshall University on 11/22/21 Business English for Success covers all aspects of business writing discussed in the classroom. Miles Price: $4.28 Pages: 192 Perfect for: Quick tips Another book by Andrew D. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike CC BY-NC-SA Learn more about reviews. While you may not find a short summary of Hamlet, you will see religious book summaries, book summaries for health-related topics, or topics for business-related books.Students Searching for Book SummariesStudents are constantly on the lookout for book summaries for research
purposes, as well as for books they need to read for classes. From paraphrasing and plagiarism to style to the research process, the expectations increase as several common business documents are presented, including text messages and e-mail, memorandums and letters, the business proposal, business report, resume, and the sales message. The
book is available in PDF and Online in the web browser. With over ten chapters to read, you will get tips on everything from speaking fluently, writing, increasing your vocabulary and even conducting negotiations. Some of these channels follow a specific niche topic while others are about books in general.Research or Special Interest Book Summary
WebsitesFor those who need a summary of a book that covers a research or special interest topic, there are dozens of book summary websites focusing specifically on this. Keep in mind that their prices often change, so sometimes they will be cheaper or more expensive than their currently listed prices. It is worth checking out. It is a great fit for

basic college writing course or business communications... Follow these guidelines to learn where to find book summaries online.Websites and BlogsMany websites and blogs offer summaries of chapters in books for free to their readers. Miles Price: $2.99 Pages: 359 Perfect for: Improving writing skills This is just one of many books written by author
and Director of English for Business Spain, Andrew D. Chapter 4: Help for English Language Learners Chapter 5: Writing Paragraphs: Separating Ideas and Shaping Content Chapter 6: Refining Your Writing: How Do I Improve My Writing Technique? This enables individuals and companies to publish large numbers of e-books without a big publisher
getting involved. read more Chapter 1: Writing Basics: What Makes a Good Sentence? For example, they may need a summary of Roberts rules or a simple summary of Macbeth to help them write a research paper, and a book summary website will help them achieve that goal. Scott is the author of “The Basics of Speech Communication” and “The
Basics of Interpersonal Communication,” both currently published by Allyn & Bacon. That is why this e-book spends ample time covering basic English grammar before moving on to business-specific topics. In comparison to the other books, they are more expensive, but being that Routledge is a renowned publisher, you can guarantee the quality.
“How to Be a Business Ace” by Professor H. read more Reviewed by Laura Foss, Faculty, Minnesota State College Southeast on 4/11/17 Business English for Success covers topics from punctuation to complete sentences, from the writing process to effective business writing, and everything in between. You might get lucky and find some special
deals! If you have a subscription to a service like Kindle Unlimited, this might make them cheaper, too. Chapter 7: The Writing Process: How Do I Begin? Routledge currently offers three business glossaries, all available on Google Play: “German/English Business Glossary” by Paul Hartley & Gertrud Robins “Spanish/English Business Glossary” by
Michael Gorman & Maria-Luisa Henson All of the business English e-books mentioned can help you continue on your path to having fluent professional English. If you do not want to use that much technology, you can find some books in PDF format that you can print and read on paper. From his experience working with students at the community
college and undergraduate level, including English 95 (development), 100 (college prep), 101 (composition and argumentation), 102 (literature and analysis), and 350 (business communication), he has learned the importance of clear, concise learning resources with scaffolding, frequent opportunities for engagement and demonstration of skill
mastery, and the importance of the first English course on overall academic success for many students. This step-by-step approach provides a clear path to student-centered learning. Download an English e-book and start learning! Below is a curated list of great business English e-books for beginner, intermediate and advanced learners. Beginning
chapters deal with constructing sentences and paragraphs - basic units of any piece of... These “YouTubers” select a book, present information about it, provide insights, highlight reviews about it, and summarize its plot. Contents How to Choose an E-book E-books are a lot easier to publish than paper books. Some of these services provide audio,
PDF, and infographics of the books. E. Scott studied at Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, at Washington State University’s Edward R. This may be a review for some students, but it never hurts to brush up. Chapter 8: Writing Essays: From Start to Finish Chapter 9: Effective Business Writing Chapter 10: Writing Preparation Chapter 11: Writing
Chapter 12: Revising and Presenting Your Writing Chapter 13: Business Writing in Action Chapter 14: APA and MLA Documentation and Formatting Submit ancillary resource Business English for Success is a creative solution to a common challenge across Business Communication courses: Business English or Business Presentations? For example,
refer to the section “Ask for more detailed information” and you will find some suitable ways to do just that. Since the book is free, you really will not lose much by downloading it and taking a look. “People Skills” is a book designed to help individuals improve their communication style, and it is particularly useful for a work setting. It does a good job
of making complex concepts simple to grasp, and the author provides a lot of helpful do’s and don’ts along the way. It is a good reference book to use whenever drafting an email or report. Decide on a topic. read more Reviewed by Rosemary Golini, Instructor, Rhode Island College on 4/11/17 Business English for Success is a very comprehensive
textbook for the expansive content that it covers and the logical sequence that it follows. There is a Kindle and paperback version. However, this also makes it harder to decipher the best books. It does contain well-defined chapter sections which are helpful. Since there are a lot of cheap and even free e-books available, you might want to avoid the
higher priced selection. “Business English” by Rosalia Covello Price: Free Pages: 156 Perfect for: Beginners Rosalia Covello, the author of this e-book, knows that good business English is not just about knowing all the right catch phrases—it is about having good overall English. Hence, it acts as a limited survey. By doing this, you will spare yourself
from feeling bad about the cost if the book does not seem to fit your needs. Miles. E-books are often topic-focused. The glossaries are two-way (English and another language), making them useful not only for students studying English, but also English speakers studying Spanish, German or French. He is also the author of “Business Communication
for Success,” “Writing for Success” and “Business English for Success” with Flat World Knowledge, and has published in peer-reviewed journals, classic car magazines, and newspapers. read more Reviewed by Austin Bennett, Writing Faculty, Montana State University – Billings on 4/30/19 Of the textbook's 14 chapters, only five (9-13) are specific to
business writing. He has taught at AWC/San Luis on the US/Mexican Border, for Central Oregon Community College’s Branch Campus on the Warm Springs Indian Reservation, and for Universidad San Sebastian in Concepcion, Chile. “Business English” by E.B. Nikolaenko Price: Free Pages: 145 Perfect for: Intermediate learners If you don’t want to
use Google Play or Amazon, then this book is for you! You can download a PDF or simply keep it open in your web browser to start learning. You’ll be steps closer to sounding like a true professional! I had to download the text as a PDF... He also served as the 2007-2011 Shadle-EdgeCombe Endowed Faculty Chair. This textbook has been used in
classes at:Arizona Western College, Hostos Community College, Virginia State University, Truckee Meadows Community College, San Jose State University, Concordia University - Irvine, University New Brunswick - Fredericton, Cerritos College, University of Houston - Downtown, Flat World Knowledge University, A-C Central High School, University
of The People, Truckee Meadows Community College, Danville Community High School Scott McLean is an Associate Professor of Communication, including Journalism and English, at Arizona Western College in a combined campus partnership with the University of Arizona and Northern Arizona University-Yuma. Each clip comes with interactive
subtitles, flashcards and quizzes so that you can learn and review English words and expressions in context. Murrow School of Communication, and at Northern Arizona University-Flagstaff’s Department of English in the area of Professional Writing. read more Reviewed by Christine Discoe, Faculty , Colorado State University on 1/7/16 Business
English for Success is a comprehensive beginning college or upper division high-school level book which delves deeply into not only writing basics, but also how to write in a business context. Think about cost. E-books are usually a lot cheaper than printed books. Bored at home and want to pick up a few phrases? “ESL Business English: The essential
guide to Business English Communication” by Lucas Burns Price: $2.99 Pages: 89 pages Perfect for: Intermediate learners At only 89 pages, “ESL Business English” is a shorter book than others, but it makes for an easy way to keep studying business English in unconventional places like on the subway during your daily commute. If you are nearly
fluent in English and just need some practice, go for advanced books. The index allows you to quickly find the phrases you need for various situations. By focusing on one chapter a week, you will see great improvement in your business English in less than three months! You can find this book on the Google Play store. Choose a book that offers what
you want to learn. Some classes place an equal emphasis on oral and written communication. Miles, “101 Ways to Improve Your Business English” presents information in a very accessible way. Most of these e-books cost less than $5. Chapter 2: Punctuation Chapter 3: Working with Words: Which Word Is Right? Choose a format. To read your next ebook, you can use an app such as Kindle or use Google Play Books on any device for free. This book could be useful for someone interested in getting help with pacing their English self-study plan. 9 Business English E-books Worth Checking Out This list of affordable business English e-books is a good place for you to start your reading. The lessons
are clear, concise and relevant to student-level writers in a variety of writing situations.... Some of the bloggers and website owners also provide video and audio summaries, as well.Subscription Services and Book AppsIt’s possible to find chapter summaries of books available through subscription services, as well as book apps. “People Skills: How to
Assert Yourself, Listen to Others, and Resolve Conflicts” by Robert Bolton Price: $14.00 Pages: 156 Perfect for: Advanced learners If you are an advanced English speaker, then you may want to move beyond books directed at English-language students and on to something written for an audience fluent in English. This... “Business Glossary” Pages:
Varies Price: $41.35 to buy, $18.50 to rent (varies) Perfect for: Getting lessons in your native language (Spanish, German or French) Routledge offers the following language glossaries with more than 500 words. Find it on Amazon. A wide range of writing levels and abilities are addressed, helping each student prepare for the next writing or
university course. I couldn’t find a way to search the text in the Saylor online reader which was frustrating. For only a few dollars, this business English e-book is one you will want to keep handy. This easy read offers learning advice, useful tips and phrases that any businessperson will likely use on a daily basis. On a business trip and suddenly have
some free time? Colby Price: $2.99 Pages: 192 Perfect for: Intermediate learners Written by an experienced English professor, the book covers all the bases. If that’s not enough, some of these book apps and subscription services also offer links to videos, reports and TED talks for the books, as well. If you have just started to learn business English,
then pick a book that is suitable for beginners. These book summary sites contain information about the author, release date, characters, plot, and then move on to the summaries, like a short summary of Othello, for example. It is not designed to teach business English, but this motivational book can be a great language learning tool. Explore your
options so that you can make e-books even more vital and powerful to your English studies. read more Reviewed by Michael Tsai, Assistant Professor, Kapiolani Community College on 4/23/21 Business English for Success is comprehensive in its coverage of writing fundamentals, the writing process, and principles of good writing. If that’s not enough,
some of these book apps and subscription services also provide links to videos, reports and TED talks for the books, as well.YouTube Channels Offering Book SummariesIf you would rather not read a summary of books, there are many YouTube channels offering book summaries online. Many of these tools can also provide guided lessons on how to
properly use English vocabulary and phrases in conversation. Just as the name suggests, this is more like a glossary of terms and phrases rather than a study book. They’re fantastic additions to your language learning and can serve as great supplements to your main English study resource. Our list includes a mix of books for consistent study and
easy reference. Because everyone is pressed for time, the need to look up the summary of this book or that one is sometimes a priority. “100 Ways to Motivate Others” by Steve Chandler and Scott Richardson Price: $4.20 Pages: 256 Perfect for: Quick tips Though most suitable for advanced students, this book is worth checking out even if you are an
intermediate student. read more Reviewed by Rebekah Dodson, Adjunct Instructor, Klamath Community College on 8/21/16 Table of contents is easy to follows and logically organized. The first eight chapters, reproduced from Mclean's Writing for Success, seem more pertinent to a remedial writing course with... This is an actual textbook designed
for the Institute of International Management of Tomsk Polytechnic University and flows in a logical order designed to match the classroom syllabus. This book is cheaper than a fancy cup of coffee in a lot of countries, and you will definitely find it more useful! Available for Kindle. For example, the program FluentU has a library of authentic English
videos that covers a range of topics, including business and professional matters. “400 Ways to Write It in Business English” by Andrew D. You will find books designed specifically to help you improve your writing, comprehension and even business slang and idioms. The purpose of these websites and blogs is to present an informal setting for people
to enjoy books without feeling the pressure of making a purchase. Then, starting in Chapter 9: Effective Business Writing, the discussion applies lessons learned from the previous foundational chapters into common business issues and applications. “101 Ways to Improve Your Business English” by Andrew D. Some present notes, reflections, and
reviews that their readers can comment on, discuss, or reflect on. Business English for Success provides instruction in steps, builds writing, reading, and critical thinking, and combines comprehensive grammar review with an introduction to paragraph writing and composition. If, however, your class places the emphasis squarely on written
communication and writing proficiency, then Business English for Success is for you. The e-books on our list work for independent study on the go or at home. This book would be suitable for... You can buy it on Amazon. If that's the case for you check out our text Business Communication for Success. Filled with interesting stories, analogies and
scenarios to help leaders become more motivational, this e-book can be a lot of fun for an English language student. Therefore, a wide variety of sites are available containing them. I preferred the online web browser because the table of contents had clickable links. read more Reviewed by Diane Shingledecker, Full Time Computer Applications
Instructor, Portland Community College on 8/2/18 The book does not contain an index or a glossary. “ESL Business English” is available on Kindle. Once you find the right e-books for you, combine them with other downloadable programs so that you can reinforce all the business English you learn.
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